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ABOUT SCRIBES
UNLIMITED.
WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE.
We’ve created hundreds of business plans, grant
proposals, blogs, articles, books, video scripts, and so
much more — over 25 years of writing for so many
people. With seven books traditionally published, we
have a keen understanding of the frustration writers
have in getting published and receiving royalties.
Through our Assisted Publishing Programs & Packages
(APPPs), we’ve helped numerous authors and artists
make names for themselves with web pages, social
media strategies, and marketing solutions.

OUR VALUES.
WHAT MATTERS
MOST TO US.
ENDURING BONDS
We see futures in every client we take on
and want to see their success continue
with us.
ENJOYING THE RIDE
We win when our clients win. We're happy
knowing we helped authors reach their
goals.

FEARLESSLY HUMAN
We care about the quality, the success, the
growth. We see our work as our craft, our
identity.

AWARD-WINNING BOOKS

OUR CURRENT PROMOTIONS

OUR CURRENT IMPRINTS
SCRIBES UNLIMITED PRESS, T.L. CHAMPION BOOKS, PATEL BOOKS

SUBMISSIONS
We accept and review all submissions. We begin with an editorial review of the first three chapters. We will
critique these pages and send you our notes. If we think that the book has promise, we’ll also provide you with a
list of our Assisted Publishing Packages & Promotions. For instance, if we feel that the book needs major
revisions or writing assistance, we will refer you to a writing consultant for a review. This consultant is separate
from Scribes Unlimited, although will have an imprint for books the consultant deems worthy of publication from
their own list of clients and those we refer.
If we accept the manuscript for publication without a consultant, we will read the manuscript, make notes, and
consult with the author on the amount and type of editing needed:

EDITING
Developmental Editing looks at the overall focus and flow of the piece. The editor makes suggestions that the
author can then implement. This type of editing is directed to the writing coach for assistance
Line Editing makes sure the actual sentences read well and that the words used are all correct.
Content Editing is the highest level of editing that sometimes verges on ghostwriting. The editor works closely
with the author as the book is revised. Some revisions are a complete overhaul of the book. Content editing
always requires a separate copy editor to do a final clean up because the editor is too close to the text and cannot
spot all the mistakes.
Copy Editing handles grammar, punctuation, and cursory sentence structure issues (if sentences are consistently in need
of help, line editing is necessary).

Proofing is the final cleanup of the manuscript after all editing has been done.

LAYOUT AND DESIGN
Scribes Unlimited will provide layout and design services to the manuscripts after editing is completed. Services consist of
setting up the type of book (mass market paperback, hardback, trade paperback), whether it has illustrations or is fiction or
non-fiction. Scribes Unlimited has a list of designers for cover art if the author does not have a cover. (Cover design is a
separate purchase set between artist and author) The cover art will be provided to Scribes Unlimited, in a template(s)
approved by the publishing/distributor. (Ingram, Bowker etc.)

ISBN & COPYRIGHT
Scribes Unlimited will provide the ISBNs for the various editions of the book. Since copyright is a separate issue, we will
provide the service to apply for the copyright, at cost.
We will work closely with authors to produce excellent and exceptional publications of their works. All submissions are
reviewed for readability and viability. We reserve the right to reject any manuscript without any explanation.

Royalties exceed traditional 15% and range between 60%-75% depending upon the package and imprint selected.

AUTHOR ASSISTED PUBLISHING PACKAGES (AAPS)
These are tailored according to needs. Before any work is done, we provide a
comprehensive report on services and fees we can offer.

EDITING PACKAGES
We use several special editing software packages in addition
to our own editing that ensures your book not only reads
well, but is checked and double-checked for grammar,
punctuation, accuracy, and marketability.

PUBLISHING PACKAGES
We layout, design and convert your book for various electronic
formats as well as printed hard and soft covers. We also provide
ISBN numbers and copyrights for your protection and include your
work in several catalogs worldwide. And if you need help with book
cover art, we can refer you to some amazing artists too!

AUTHOR ASSISTED MARKETING PACKAGES (AAMPS)
It’s not enough to publish – your work must be seen. Remember? You want to be
relevant. We provide various online and offline services such as website design and
complete search engine optimization to get your website traffic, plus social media
marketing, press releases, interviews, mailing lists, trade shows and book fairs, library
inquiries and more as requested. Contact us for information about our unique
approach and schedule to marketing your book.

OTHER SERVICES INCLUDE:
Obviously, we can’t do everything. For services that require outside help,
we can offer anything from writing coaches to special award entries and
reviews, and even agent representation. It’s best to just ask us what you
need, and we’ll help you get it!
info@scribesunlimited.com

